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ATLAS BOLT & SCREW ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE OF ACCUDRYVE™, AN INNOVATIVE DRIVE
SYSTEM THAT AUTOMATICALLY STOPS DRIVING THE FASTENER WHEN PROPERLY SEATED FOR A
LEAK PROOF SEAL
Ashland, Ohio, November 28, 2017 – The AccuDRYve™ Compression Sensing Fastening System is
a new technology now available that addresses the problem of over or under driving of fasteners
which leads to roof leaks and callbacks. Current driving technology utilizes torque and relies
heavily on skilled installers, incorrectly seats fasteners at least 30% of the time. AccuDRYve™
technology automatically stops driving the fastener when the cupped washer properly deflects
to a flat shape insuring 100% proper fastener seating. This ergonomic technology also eliminates
the ‘triggering’ of the screw gun reducing installer fatigue.
The AccuDRYve™ fastener is a key component of the system. First the washer is engineered to
deflect when the correct amount of force is applied. Secondly the dual thread design with a
coarse thread just under the head pushes the metal down to the wood substrate prior to
seating. This prevents the metal from extruding up cutting the washer and insures that the
metal panel is flush to the substrate before seating of the fastener.
Craig Mohr, Vice President Sales, Atlas Bolt & Screw., commented; “AccuDRYve™ presents the
first best opportunity for consistent leak proof fastener installations regardless of jobsite skill
levels. AccuDRYve™ provides the perfect seal by everybody every time”
For additional information contact Robert Carnick at 419-289-6171 or at
rcarnick@atlasfasteners.com
About Atlas Bolt & Screw, a Marmon Berkshire Hathaway Co.:
Atlas Bolt & Screw, the market leader has the widest selection of metal and wood fasteners and
is a full line supplier of performance building envelope solutions. Atlas is a vertically integrated
manufacturer from wire through fabrication to paint and packaging. We have industry longevity
of proven product and service leadership, manufacturing since 1896. We add value by making
the complex simple and the difficult easy.

